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ABSTRACT: With more emphasis on reusing and extending the life of structures, it often becomes necessary to assess the 

capacity of existing concrete structures. One major component of this assessment relates to the concrete strength. Most reliable 

results are obtained by taking cores. However, such assessment is ideally made with a combination of destructive and non-

destructive testing to minimise damage to the structure. The currently available methods for assessing in-situ concrete strength 

of the existing structures can be broadly divided into two groups. One group of tests is completely non-destructive. The other 

group is partially destructive where limited damage to the surface is caused by the tests. For the strength evaluation of existing 

concrete, methods such as surface hardness test, ultrasonic pulse velocity test, penetration resistance test and maturity test fall 

under the non-destructive category. Partially destructive tests include pull out test, CAPO test, pull off test and break off test. 

This paper critically evaluates and analyses the applicability and limitations of the methods used for evaluating concrete strength 

in existing structures. Most methods for strength evaluation are found to measure a certain property such as elasticity, density, 

tensile strength or hardness of concrete and then relate the measured value to compressive strength. Studies on these methods 

show a wide variation in the correlations between estimated and predicted compressive strength. Partially destructive methods 

are noted to provide correlations with good consistency between estimated and predicted compressive strength. 

KEY WORDS: Concrete; Compressive Strength; In-situ tests.  

1 INTRODUCTION 

Existing structures sometimes undergo structural 

modifications and changed loading condition with a view to 

reuse rather than demolishing and rebuilding. In these cases, 

assessment of the structure becomes necessary. Along with 

the information regarding the arrangement, orientation, 

dimension, and loading condition, properties of the materials 

used in the structures are required to be assessed for accurate 

evaluation of the existing structures. 

Concrete is the most widely used construction material in 

the construction industry because of its ease of production, 

low cost, durability, and useful structural characteristics. 

Concrete is generally composed of aggregates, cement, and 

water. Properties of these constituting materials along with the 

mixing in different ratios affect the properties of concrete. 

Concrete properties are also affected by the variability of 

quality control in the production of concrete, its placement, 

consolidation, and curing. These result in the variation of 

concrete strength in the structure. Standard control samples 

prepared from the same concrete as in-situ may not reflect the 

strength of in-situ concrete. In-situ concrete strength is 

evaluated by destructive testing of cores collected from the 

structures. Core testing is time consuming and expensive and 

it may not be suitable in all cases because of difficult 

accessibility to the elements to be examined and risk of losing 

structural integrity. So, the number of cores that can be taken 

from the structures is limited. Several in-situ tests are used 

along with core test to minimize the number of cores to be 

undertaken and to reduce the uncertainty in compressive 

strength across a structure. In-situ tests have been developed 

based on the measurement of physical properties of concrete 

from which indirect measurement of concrete compressive 

strength can be inferred [1]. Among the in-situ tests, some are 

completely non-destructive while others are partially 

destructive which cause little surface damage without having 

effects on the structural integrity. Ultrasonic pulse velocity 

(UPV) test, rebound hammer test, maturity test, resonance 

frequency test etc. can be considered as non-destructive test. 

Tests such as pull out test, cut and pull out (CAPO) test, pull 

off test, break off test, penetration resistance test are partially 

destructive. For the sake of simplicity, all these in-situ tests 

are considered as non-destructive tests. 

Historically, in-situ testing for concrete strength evaluation 

started with the surface hardness test. In the beginning of the 

twentieth century, the Brinell hardness testing for metal based 

on the indentation technique was adopted for evaluation of in-

situ concrete strength by several researchers [2]. Skramtajew 

in 1938 reported 14 different techniques for the concrete 

strength estimation including pre-installed and post installed 

techniques [3]. Detailed historical evaluation of different in-

situ tests can be found in the literature [2, 3, 5]. During recent 

years, much research has been devoted to the development 

and modification of the present in-situ tests, to gather 

information about the sensitivity of in-situ tests due to 

concrete variability, and to improve data processing technique 

for better strength assessment of concrete.  

At present, standards and design manual and specifications 

suggests the requirement of calibration using core testing. The 

National Roads Authority in Ireland advises the use of in-situ 

tests after calibrating in-situ test results (usually by coring), as 

in-situ tests are not definitive and accuracy of in-situ test 

results is variable [5]. In-situ tests could be used to assist in 

determining the statistically most reliable results of core tests 

[6]. 

The paper addresses the in-situ tests that have been used for 

the strength estimation of concrete. The aim of the paper is to 
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present the development, application and limitation of the 

mentioned in-situ tests on basis of previous research. 

2 IN-SITU TEST: STRENGTH ESTIMATION OF CONCRETE 

Previously stated in-situ tests measure some physical 

properties of concrete and relate the measured properties with 

the compressive strength of concrete. So, all these tests 

estimate the concrete compressive strength indirectly which 

leads to the uncertainty in the measurement of strength 

estimation. In-situ tests are discussed in the following 

sections. They are divided into two major groups, one is non-

destructive test and another is partially destructive test.  

 Non-destructive tests  

2.1.1 Rebound hammer test  

Schimdt in 1948 introduced spring impact device of concrete 

by rebound principle [2]. The technique provides an easy 

measurement of rebound of impact hammer and the operation 

is quite simple. During the operation, a hammer mass impacts 

the concrete with a fixed energy and rebounds from the 

surface of the concrete after the impact. Energy of the hammer 

is applied by tensioning of spring and it is independent of the 

operator. Loss of energy during the impact of the hammer 

with concrete depends on the strength and elastic modulus of 

concrete. Since the introduction of the test, extensive research 

has been carried out to explain the interaction of the hammer 

with the concrete and energy dissipation in concrete, to figure 

out the sensitivity of the hammer under different influencing 

factors related to concrete and rebound hammer [6–14]. 

Akashi and Amasaki [16] investigated that wave propagation 

behaviour would be different for concrete having different 

strengths and boundary conditions of the contact between the 

hammer and the concrete. A good number of empirical 

relationships having different mathematical models for 

strength estimation can be found [10, 16, 17]. Szilagyi and 

Borosnyoi [11] suggested the use of rebound hammer within 

the respective domain of each model for the strength 

evaluation. Malhotra [14] reported ±15-20% deviation in 

strength assessment for control specimens prepared in the 

laboratory. Brencich et al. [8] assessed many factors including 

moisture content, stress state and maturity. Liu et al. [13] 

designed a model with nine parameters for strength estimation 

using rebound hammer. Many researchers argued about the 

existence of universal relationship of strength and rebound 

value [18]. In recent years, two different mathematical 

approaches [15, 17] have been suggested considering some 

factors such as measurement error, uncontrolled factors and 

model error. Szilagyi et al. [19] proposed a model (SBZ 

model) considering the surface hardness as a time dependent 

material property affected by water-cement ratio, carbonation 

and time. With all the limitations, this test is the most widely 

used for the strength estimation as it is easy, simple and 

inexpensive. The test method, the statistical characteristics of 

test results, the implementation of in-situ testing and 

interpretation of test results are described in ACI 228.1R-03, 

ASTM C805/C805M-12, EN 12504- 2:2012 and ISO 1920-

7:2004 [18–21]. 

Rebound hammer provides an impact measurement at the 

point of interaction. It produces high variability being affected 

by numerous factors. The test can be used to assess the 

uniformity and quality of concrete in structure. The test 

should not be used for the basis of acceptance or rejection of 

concrete due to inherent uncertainty in concrete strength 

estimation.  

2.1.2 Ultrasonic pulse velocity (UPV) test 

Use of ultrasonic wave for defect detection in metal 

appeared in 1929. In 1940s, UPV test method was developed 

in Canada and England simultaneously [24]. The test method 

was developed on the basis of the propagation of mechanical 

wave through the material. For a homogeneous solid medium, 

the velocity of the ultrasonic wave depends on the elastic 

properties and density of the medium. The test method 

measures the time required for a wave to travel a particular 

distance from which velocity is measured. Several research 

and investigations were executed to understand the sensitivity 

of UPV test in concrete since the introduction of the test. In 

1969, Jones and Facaoaru published the recommendation for 

testing concrete by UPV test [25]. Theoretical discussion can 

be found in details in [18, 20]. Kaplan [27] investigated the 

effect of age and water-cement ratio on the relationship of 

UPV and compressive strength of concrete. Ohdaira and 

Masuzawa [28] reported that high water content in the 

concrete results in higher velocity of the ultrasonic wave. 

Type and amount of aggregate significantly affect the UPV 

value in concrete [21, 26–28]. Ultrasonic pulse attenuation 

along with UPV was reported to be useful in  estimation of 

concrete strength [32]. Bogas et al. [29] concluded that the 

relationship between UPV and compressive strength tends to 

be less affected by the aggregate volume in lightweight 

aggregate than normal weight aggregate. Solis-Carcano and 

Moreno [30] introduced a factor to define the aggregate 

property  for better assessment of strength from UPV. 

Demirboga et al. [33] presented a general relationship of 

strength and UPV when assessing the effect of replacement of 

cement by different mineral admixtures. Type and amount of 

aggregate used for the research was constant. Presence of 

reinforcing bar in the concrete results in high error in UPV 

test as the velocity of wave is greater in steel than in concrete. 

Correction should be used if the reinforcement crosses the 

wave path. Turgut [34] suggested a universal relation between 

UPV and concrete strength. He considered laboratory 

specimens of different mix ratio and cores taken from the 

structures having different ages and unknown compositions. 

Popovics et al. discussed the difficulties of using UPV in 

concrete [35]. Komlos et al. [36] compared several standards 

of UPV test. He stated that the application of UPV test for 

strength estimation of concrete should be carried out with a 

suitable correlation curve.   

Though with-in test variation has been found to be low [20], 

most reliable UPV test application is in concrete changes 

monitoring and mass uniformity checking [36]. The least 

recommended method of concrete strength estimation is the 

UPV test due to concrete inhomogeneity, material variability, 

and factors affecting the velocity of pulse.  

2.1.3 Resonance frequency test 

Resonance frequency method was first developed by 

Powers in 1938 and modified by Hornibrook in 1939 [37]. For 

a vibrating system of homogeneous, elastic and isotropic 

material, natural frequency of vibration is related to the 



dynamic modulus of elasticity and density [37]. The test 

works on the principle of resonating concrete specimen by 

applying excitations either by vibrating the specimen or by 

impacting with a small hammer. Resonance frequency tests 

have been performed for over 50 years and it has been mostly 

confined to laboratory based work as opposed to in-situ 

testing [37]. The high cost of the instrument, difficulty in data 

processing and portability result in low popularity of the test. 

The test is influenced by properties of aggregate and their 

mixing proportions, curing condition, and specimen size. The 

test is usually used in detecting deterioration of concrete 

rather than estimating strength. The test is not included in ACI 

228 for in-situ strength estimation of concrete [20]. ASTM 

C215 suggests the use of the test in detecting changes in 

dynamic modulus of elasticity of concrete undergoing harsh 

environment [38]. Resonance frequency test is not commonly 

used for strength estimation of concrete. The test provides the 

means of studying the deterioration of concrete specimen 

subjected to aggressive environment. 

2.1.4 Maturity test  

Maturity method is a technique for estimating strength gain 

of concrete based on temperature history. The strength of 

concrete can be expressed as a function of time and 

temperature history which is related to the hydration process 

of cement paste of concrete. The origin of the method can be 

traced to a series of research related to the accelerated curing 

methods conducted during the late 1940s and early 1950s 

[39]. In 1951, Saul [40] presented a theory in defining 

maturity as the product of time and temperature. He stated that 

concrete of the same mix at the same maturity has 

approximately the same strength whatever combination of 

time and temperature make up that maturity [41]. The 

proposed maturity function to estimate the concrete strength 

was based on the assumption of linearity of strength gain and 

temperature and was able to predict the strength for limited 

range of curing temperatures. Several mathematical 

expressions for the maturity function were suggested to 

estimate the concrete strength reliably [38, 41]. Carino and 

Lew [41] reported that there is no single maturity function that 

is applicable to all concrete mixes. Procedures for using the 

maturity method have been standardized in ASTM C1074 

[43]. Temperature history of concrete is a must for the 

maturity method. This method is applicable to new 

construction and early age strength development. The method 

can be used to determine in-situ strength of concrete to allow 

removal of formwork or shoring, opening of roadways to 

traffic etc. This is typically carried out with the help of pre-

established empirical relationship of time-temperature and 

strength development  

 Partially destructive tests 

2.2.1 Probe penetration test 

Probe penetration test, considered as a hardness test [41, 42], 

measures the depth of penetration of probe into the concrete 

which provides the measure of hardness or penetration 

resistance. This can be related to concrete strength. Though 

the method was first introduced by Voellmy in 1954, its origin 

can be traced back to one of the method suggested by 

Skramtajaw in 1938 [2]. In 1964, a device, known as Windsor 

probe, was introduced in USA for the penetration testing of 

concrete to estimate the quality and strength. Later on 

Malhotra [46], Klotz [47], Arni [48] investigated the use of 

this test for compressive strength measurement. The test 

measures the compressibility of a localized area [44]. 

Aggregate hardness is taken to be the most influencing factor 

in the test results. The early age strength estimation of 

concrete has been reported to provide better accuracy 

compared to the rebound hammer test [49]. Manufacturer of 

the Windsor probe test system provides charts depending on 

the hardness of aggregate [44]. Several researchers indicated 

the correlations to be ineffective for strength estimation [cited 

in 22]. In 1980s, Windsor probe penetration test was modified 

to develop pin penetration test in which a smaller pin (in 

diameter and length) is forced into the concrete using a spring 

loaded device [44]. In recent years, nail penetration into the 

concrete by constant gas pressure has been studied [50]. 

Smaller sized nail with less energy than the Windsor probe 

penetration test is inserted into the concrete. Reliability of this 

nail penetration test has been reported to be higher than the 

rebound hammer, UPV and probe penetration test. The probe 

penetration test has been included in ASTM standard (ASTM 

C 803) in 1975 and the standard was modified to include the 

pin penetration test in 1990 [44].  

Probe penetration test measures the compressibility of a 

small area. The test result produce high variability depending 

on the type of aggregates. Strength estimation is highly 

sensitive to the measured area. The test can be applicable to 

assess the uniformity of concrete. 

2.2.2 Pull out test  

Pull out test, also known as LOK test, measures the force 

required to extract an embedded metal insert from the 

concrete mass. The insert is pulled against a reaction force 

exerted on a concentric bearing ring placed around the insert. 

A conical shaped portion of concrete is extracted at the 

ultimate pull out load. Skramtajaw [3] first introduced the 

method which involved inserting a rod with a spherical end in 

the fresh concrete and then measuring the force needed to pull 

the rod from the hardened concrete. Later on in 1944, 

Tremper reported a non-linear relationship for the pull out 

force and compressive strength of concrete [51]. Both 

Skramtajaw and Tremper worked with the tensile strength of 

concrete because of the shape of the instrument they worked 

with. The present size and shape of the instrument is the result 

of the extensive study of Kierkegaard-Hansen carried out in 

the 1960s [51]. His work led to the introduction of bearing 

ring to fail the concrete along a predefined path. Many 

researchers studied the failure mechanism of concrete to 

explain the relationship between the pull out force and 

compressive strength [5, 48]. All these research concluded 

that pull out test subjects concrete to a non-uniform, three 

dimensional complex state of stress. Yener and Li [52] 

explained that relationship of concrete strength and pull out 

force could be attributed to the crushing of concrete. They 

performed plastic fracture finite element analysis to explain 

the failure mechanism. Krenchel and Shah [53] after the 

micro-cracking analysis, proposed with a two stage cracking 

process. A stable cracking begins at about 30% of peak load 

around the head of the insert inside the concrete and second 

stage that developed after the peak load defines the shape of 



cone. Krenchel and Bickley [cited in 28] explained the failure 

mechanism based on the progression of micro-cracking. They 

stated that pull out load and uniaxial compressive strength 

both undergo similar micro-cracking before failure. Despite 

lack of agreement on the failure mechanism, pull out load has 

good correlation with the compressive strength of concrete 

[20]. Pull out instrument is to be inserted in the fresh concrete 

which limits the test applicability. To overcome this limitation 

and to use in existing structures, various types of post installed 

instruments were investigated in the 1970s [54]. A post 

installed method known as CAPO test having the same 

geometry as pull out test was developed by Petersen in 1976 

[55]. The concrete is subjected to same type of loading as pull 

out test and the failure mechanism resembles the pull out test 

[51]. Petersen investigated several correlations proposed by 

researchers between pull out force and strength of concrete for 

both pull out and CAPO tests [55]. He reported identical 

correlation for the two tests. Petersen and Poulsen [56] 

suggested two general correlations for the strength estimation 

of normal concrete, one is for low strength region and another 

is for high strength region. For lightweight concrete, Krenchel 

and Nasser [cited in 32] suggested different correlations. Pull 

out test along with CAPO test as post installed pull out test 

has been included in different standards including ASTM 

C900 and EN 12504-part 3 [19,55]. In recent years, a new pull 

out technique (B15G insert) has been presented [57, 58]. 

Brecncich [59] described the operation of the technique with 

respect to pull out/ CAPO test. 

Pull out and CAPO test provide direct measurement of 

static loading subjected to concrete. Variability in strength 

estimation depends on the aggregate type. There exists a 

strong relationship between the compressive strength of 

concrete and pull out strength [20]. The application of the 

tests is in high reliable estimation of concrete compressive 

strength [60]. 

2.2.3 Break off test  

Break off test was introduced by Johansen in 1976 in 

Norway. The test is based on the measurement of the flexural 

tensile strength parameter of concrete which can be indirectly 

related to compressive strength. The test measures the force 

required to break off a cylindrical core from a larger concrete 

mass. The test specimen can be prepared by inserting a tubular 

plastic sleeve during concrete casting or by drilling the 

hardened concrete at the time of testing. Load configuration is 

the same as the cantilever beam with circular cross section 

subjected to a concentrated load at its free end [61]. The test 

method creates a state of combination of bending and shear 

stress at the base of the cylindrical core [4]. A good number of 

research was carried out in the 1980s [61]. Nishikawa [62] 

reported impractical relationship between break off test result 

and compressive strength of concrete. Break off test was 

found be sensitive to the water-cement ratio, age of concrete, 

curing and cement type. Naik et al. [63] found the influence of 

type of aggregate and specimen on the break off test results. 

Crushed aggregate resulted in higher test results than the 

rounded aggregate. However, while studying the performance 

of break off test in high strength concrete, Naik and Salameh 

[64] found the influence of type of aggregate and test 

specimen (preinstalled or post-installed) to be negligible. Size 

of aggregate has high influence on the variability of the test 

results [20]. ASTM included the test in 1990 as ASTM C 

1150 and withdrew the test in 2002 [61]. 

Break off test is not commonly used in recent years. The 

test provides an indirect estimation of compressive strength. 

The test results highly variable. The test is suitable for near 

surface flexural tensile strength measurement of concrete.  

2.2.4 Pull off test  

Pull off test is based on the concept that the tensile force 

required to pull a metal disk, together with a layer of concrete 

from the surface to which it is attached is related to the 

compressive strength of concrete. The test was developed in 

1970s in United Kingdom [65]. Similar test was developed in 

Austria (tear off test) and Denmark (007-Bond test) [2, 64]. 

The test is a direct tension test of concrete. With the pre-

established correlation, compressive strength of a particular 

concrete is measured from the pull off test results. Aggregate 

type has high influence in the test results [65]. The test is 

included in ASTM C1583 [66]. BS 1881-207 reported 15% 

variation under laboratory condition in strength estimation 

[67]. ASTM C 1583 limits the use of the test for estimation of 

tensile strength of concrete surface and bond strength of 

overlay material [68].  

Pull off test measures the compressive strength of concrete 

indirectly. The test is particularly suitable for testing near 

surface tensile strength of concrete. This test is not 

recommended for the estimation of concrete compressive 

strength.  

 Combination of in-situ tests 

Combination of several in-situ tests has been reported in 

1960s for the purpose of improving the reliability and 

precision in concrete strength estimation [69]. The concept 

behind the development of combining in-situ tests is that if 

two test methods are influenced in two different ways by the 

same factor, their combined use results in a cancelling effect 

which improves the strength estimation [2]. Among the 

various suggested combinations, use of combination of UPV 

and rebound hammer (known as SonReb method) is the most 

common practice. Different mathematical models has been 

proposed by researchers. Researchers reported better 

correlations while using the combined methods for strength 

estimation [62–68]. Many researchers proposed universal 

relations for the strength estimations [67, 69]. Qasrawi [75] 

proposed a nomograph where concrete strength was expressed 

as a function of two variable. Nomograph consisted of 

different contours of rebound hammer value having concrete 

strength along one axis, UPV test result along other axis. 

Arioĝlu [77] suggested similar nomograph having UPV test 

result as the contour line. Several other combinations of in-

situ have been reported in recent years including the use of 

Windsor probe penetration test and resonance frequency test 

with SonReb method [64, 66]. Breysse [18] explained that 

combination may not always lead to better correlation. When 

one test provides much poorer results than the other, 

combination will not result in increased accuracy for strength 

estimation.  

 Comparative assessment  

Several researchers reported comparative assessment of 

estimating concrete strength using different in-situ test 



methods. Arni [48] compared the rebound hammer and probe 

penetration test for strength estimation. He concluded that 

neither of the tests should be used for strength estimation. For 

quality assessment, rebound hammer could be used ahead of 

probe penetration because of its low cost, less destructive 

nature, and ability to provide greater number of test data. Yun 

et al. [78] reported the comparison of several NDTs. The work 

of Qasrawi [75] indicated that UPV test showed more 

accuracy than rebound hammer in strength prediction. Shariati 

[76] found rebound hammer test to be more accurate than 

UPV test in strength prediction. Pascale et al. [79] showed 

limitation of probe penetration test in estimating strength of 

high strength concrete. 

3 CONCLUSION 

Several in-situ test methods have been reviewed in this paper 

based on previous research results. All in-situ tests are 

suggested to be used for strength estimation within their 

limitations. Correlation of strength and in-situ test result for 

the concrete to be investigated should be prepared beforehand. 

Rebound hammer and penetration resistance test provide 

information of surface properties. Break off test measures 

flexural property while pull off test provides tensile strength 

property of concrete. UPV and resonance frequency test 

provide inside properties of concrete. Pull out test and CAPO 

test provide strong relationship with the compressive strength. 

Efficiency and quality of strength estimation depend on the 

sensitivity of strength to the in-situ tests, measurement error 

and range of variation of in-situ test results as compared to the 

variation of strength. Combination of two or more in-situ tests 

can be helpful in that context. 
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